INSTRUCTIONS

1) IDENTIFY DOOR WITH CONCEALED VERTICAL ROD EXIT DEVICE AND MARK DEVICE CENTERLINE IF IT IS NOT ALREADY MARKED ON THE DOOR.
2) USE EXIT DEVICE CENTERLINE AND DIMENSIONS SHOWN ON THIS PAGE TO MARK AND DRILL HOLES.
3) INSTALL DOUBLE DOOR STRIKE WITH PROVIDED SCREWS.

NOTES

1. STANDARD DOOR GAP IS 1/8" [3.2] ±1/16" [1.6].
2. 4921 DOUBLE DOOR STRIKE IS NOT FIRE DOOR RATED.
3. USE A COORDINATOR ON INACTIVE DOOR.
4. 4600 CVR DOOR PREPARATION IS SHOWN IN TEMPLATE T-ED01311.
5. A 3-1/4" MINIMUM WIDTH STILE DOOR IS REQUIRED FOR THIS INSTALLATION.